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Cabriolet

feeling
PERGOTEX II
The Pergola awning

Awnings     Patio roofs     Glasoasen®

Experience
the
cabriolet feeling …
Protection against wind, rain and UV radiation – as well as a great
fresh air feeling: the weinor pergola PergoTex II awning is versatile
to use and gives you more time outdoors. If you would like to enjoy the
sun, just push a button – and the fabric retracts. If the weather takes
a turn for the worse, just close the folding awning again. You are
protected from the rain in no time – without leaving your patio.
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… in the open air!
Enjoy openness and expanse at the touch of a button.
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100% outdoors!
Enjoy the open air – the fabric retracts at
the touch of a button.
Elegant and extremely stable
The high quality PergoTex II folding awning
resists winds of up to wind strength 8.

A highly adaptable design
A choice of over 200 frame colours.

Enjoy the al fresco life.
Is the weather good, and do you feel like sunning yourself
under the blue sky and enjoying the gentle breeze? Then
simply open the PergoTex II.

Attractive framework assembly
visually enhances the patio.

100% rainproof!
The waterproof and highly stable PVC fabric provides reliable
protection during poor weather. And it also looks great.*

Dimmable LED lighting
ensures a pleasant evening atmosphere.

All-glass elements
for retrofitting
provide sideways and
frontal protection
against the wind and
weather.

Whatever the weather!
Is the sun a little too bright, is it too hot, or is it starting to rain?
No problem. Just close the roof. That way it’s more pleasant in
the evenings as well – with the dimmable LED lighting.
Controlled water drain
via guttering and post.

* With winds that have a wind strength of over 8 and with the risk of snow and ice, the awning has to be retracted.
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Pergona
Sturdy, waterproof
PVC-coated fabric

PERGONA fabric collection
Pergona is the exclusive collection for PergoTex II.
Choose between Pergona classic and Pergona transluzent.

PERGONA classic
The weinor Pergona classic PVC-coated fabric has an espe
cially smooth, waterproof surface. This enables rain to run off
its surface in next to no time. Pergona classic is not only very
supple, but also sturdy and extremely tear-resistant. Its light
transmission totals just 0 to 11%.

PERGONA transluzent

NEW!

The special feature of the weinor Pergona translucent fabric
is its high light transmission of up to 21 %. Natural light is
able to penetrate the rainproof support fabric, but it prevents
unpleasant dazzling by strong sunlight at the same time. Highstrength polyester fibres make the woven fabric extremely
durable, long-lived and weather-resistant.
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– fabrics that make you feel great.
More shade

Frame colours
9 trend colours
47 standard RAL colours
Adjust the PergoTex II
perfectly to your patio.

Fabric in two colours
Top side: grey
Underside: beige

NEW!
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High light transmission
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Make more
of it!
Enhance your
pergola PergoTex II awning
with clever constructions.

All-glass element –
more protection and light-flooded
A clear view and yet still protected:
The pergola PergoTex II awning can be retrofitted with
easy-glide sliding walls on all sides with little work. This
provides you with added protection against the wind
and weather. At the same time, the all-around transparency gives you the feeling of genuinely being outside.
Ease of operation:
The weinor easy-glide sliding wall is easy to open and
close or to lock in place – depending on your personal
wishes and the weather. Its intelligent actuator function
ensures an exceptionally fast operation of all of the
all-glass elements simultaneously.
Note: in combination with PergoTex II, the all-glass elements have to be opened
as far as possible with winds that have a wind strength of more than 8.
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Vertical awning –
nice and small
The elegant VertiTex vertical awning offers
the optimum privacy and sun protection. Light
and air permeable fabrics create a pleasant
atmosphere. High quality technology consistently
guarantees excellent deployment of the fabric –
even with wide fabrics.
The small cassette in which the fabric is stored is
especially impressive. This means you have a free
and unhindered view outside without any annoying housings in sight. PergoTex II can be quickly
supplemented with VertiTex with little work.

Multi-section units –
nice and large
The maximum size of PergoTex II with two
posts totals 7 x 6.5 metres. Larger areas can be
equipped with adjacently positioned constructions without any problem.
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weinor offers clever solutions …
… with accessories
Those who decide on the pergola
PergoTex II awning can be certain of
enjoying their product for a long time.
This is something weinor guarantees
with its exceptionally high quality
standards. And these naturally apply
to the accessories as well.

LED lighting
The integrated high-power LED spotlights bring a pleasant atmosphere
to your patio. They are energy efficient and especially long lasting, and
in combination with the weinor
BiConnect radio control they are
also dimmable.

… with technical details
Tempura heating system
With the infrared Tempura heating you can use your
patio for longer into the evening – also during the
colder times of year. It brings pleasant, instant heat
with no warm-up time. The Tempura is dimmable,
energy efficient and easy to operate.

Controlled rain drainage
weinor makes sure that you never get caught out in
the rain. An intelligent water drainage construction
guides the rain along the guttering, through the
post and downwards.
The small fabric safety shield also provides for
reliable water drainage with sideways gutters.
A further benefit: the aluminium fabric safety shield
is designed so that the noise made by the raindrops
is kept as low as possible.

Simple electrical connection
Leads can be installed via the guttering and post.
This means add-on products such as radiant heaters,
garden lighting or water pumps can be supplied
with electricity easily.
Hand transmitter with
display BiEasy 15M and
BiEasy app

Hand transmitter with
LED BiEasy 1M or 5M

Radio control
The weinor BiConnect radio control makes operating sun protection, lighting and heating a delight.
Using a pre-programmed BiEasy hand transmitter
with or without a display, in silver or black, or also
via an iPad or iPhone using the BiEasy app.

Technical data of the PergoTex II
Max. width

7m

Max. projection

6.5 m

Multi-unit systems

option

Wind protection

tested to: wind strength 8

Rain protection

from an 8° pitch

Roof pitch

8° – 25°

Mounting alternative

wall and ceiling installation possible

Motor drive

as standard
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